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What we’ll cover in this session 
§ Some thoughts on what you need to 

do first 

§ Common misconceptions 

§ Practical evaluations 
§  Use actual prints! 
§  Also talk about other use cases 

§ Closure 



What do we mean by color? 

For Context  
 

“Estimated 
humans can 
distinguish 
between 10 

million colors”, 
Wyszecki and Styles 



What do we need to do first? 

§ Look at press condition 
§ Process dependent 
§ Environmental 

§ Stabilize the system 

§ Linearize / calibrate 

§ Profile and/or verify 
 



Setting realistic expectations 

§ Need to be agreed initially 
§ Between all parties 

§ Based on … 
§ Standards 
§ Samples 
§ Color difference 

§ What percentage pass? 



Tracing	to		
the	source	



Need	
Some	
Data!!	



I created the profile! 

§ Create the profile – all the 
right steps 
§ It must be good 

§ No check  
§ Things go wrong 





Using the three row target 
§ So we use the three 

row target to look at 
G7 
§  Some software's will 

report on this 
§  Not a true analysis of 

G7 as don’t have the 
right patches but a 
good indication used 
by users 

§  Quickly tells you if you 
need to be worried!!! 



Its passing – or is it!!!! 
§ Get the pass, all is 

good 

§ Think about what is 
being verified against 

§  It is a ISO 15331 
PSD B and C media 
relative pass 



Its passing – or is it!!!! 
§  However when we look 

at G7 is a different story 

§  Think about the 
parameters it is 
measuring against 

§  What is right for your 
business 



Its passing – or is it!!!! 



Targets and specifications 



G7 Grayscale G7 Targeted G7 Colorspace ISO 12467-7 
Color Bar

ISO 12467-8 
Validation Print 
Bar

ISO 15311 PSD 
2016 media 
relative

ISO 15311 PSD 
2011 media 
relative

GRACoL Digital 
Press

JPMA 2018

wΔL* avg K wΔL* avg K wΔL* avg K
wΔL* max K wΔL* max K wΔL* max K
wΔL* avg CMY wΔL* avg CMY wΔL* avg CMY
wΔL* max CMY wΔL* max CMY wΔL* max CMY
wΔCh avg CMY wΔCh avg CMY wΔCh avg CMY
wΔCh maxCMY wΔCh maxCMY wΔCh maxCMY

ΔE00 paper ΔE00 paper ΔE00 paper ΔE00 paper
ΔE00 K ΔE00 K
ΔE00 CMY ΔE00 CMY
ΔE00 RGB ΔE00 RGB

ΔE00 avg all 
patches

ΔE00 avg all 
patches

ΔE00 avg all 
patches

ΔE00 avg all 
patches

ΔE00 avg all 
patches

ΔE00 avg all 
patches

ΔE00 avg all 
patches

ΔE00 95% all 
patches

ΔE00 95% all 
patches

ΔE00 95% all 
patches

ΔE00 max all 
patches

ΔE00 max all 
patches

ΔE00 max all 
patches

ΔE00 max all 
patches

ΔE00 max 
primaries (CMYK)
ΔH max, CMY

ΔH max, 
CMYRGB patches

ΔH max, 
CMYRGB patches

ΔCh avg CMY 
Gray

ΔCh avg CMY 
Gray

ΔCh avg CMY 
Gray

ΔCh max CMY 
Gray

ΔCh max CMY 
Gray



It is failing on “S” 

§ Typical call from users 

§ “its failing on S and we 
can’t get it to pass even 
with a new profile” 



It is failing on S 

§ Many substrates white point 
will be outside that of the 
target specification 
§ GRACoL 2013 

§ Apply substrate correction or 
change the substrate 



Sometimes the wrong source profile is selected 

§ Get a fail reported as the 
profile used by the 
customer is not the same 
as the one used for the 
analysis 

§ We always print to CRPC6 



Sometimes the wrong source profile is selected 

§ In this case CRPC3 was 
selected 
§ The press was printing 

correctly 
§ The user selected the 

wrong output profile 

§ Whenever troubleshooting 
collect all the information, 
including and output 
reports – in this case was 
from a Fiery 



Sometimes the wrong source profile is selected 

§ Can end up 
with data being 
close 
§  Pass for both 

CRPC6 and 
CRPC5 

§ Dependent on 
profile accuracy 
as to which is 
best 



It can also be the wrong output profile selected 

§ This can also 
happen when 
profiling 

§  In this case the 
output profile is 
altered 

§ Moves the 
white point 



Uneven sheets 
§ Carried out a verification 

§  Fairly major fail on both 
grayscale and also on the 
primaries 

§ What to do next 
§  We know that this profile was 

“good” 
§  Start to examine the prints 
§  What do most test forms utilize 

§  Single set of test targets 
§  Occasional images 



Uneven sheets 
§ Lets look at the sheets 

themselves 

§ First thing to assess is press 
uniformity 

§ How do we do this 
§  Varying orientation of targets 
§  Features across and along 

sheets 
§  Flat tints in digital 



Optimizing your profile 
§ Getting the best profile depends on 

having the press in optimal 
condition 

§ You then get closest to the target 
of what you are aiming at 

§ Know that you can bring the press 
back into control 

§ Always spend time upfront 



Optimizing your profile 
§ Averaging is powerful tool 

§  Not a fix for a press that is out of 
control 

§ Applies to all processes 
§  Nothing is perfectly repeatable 
§  Balance of gain versus pain 

§ 1D curves 
§  Offset look at at least 10 sets of 

measurements 



Presets 
§ Checked the uniformity and 

looks good 

§  It is important to understand 
the workflow that people use 

§ Sometimes the profiling and 
verification workflow is different 
from the workflow for normal 
jobs  



Presets 
§ Understand that the 

presets are 

§ Can often be set by 
the operator! 
§  In this case the 

brightness level 
§  Seen the screen 

also changed – can 
impact linearization 
and calibrations 



My tone curve did not work!!! 
§ When creating 

curves make sure 
that the output 
intervals match what 
you are feeding into 

§ Can change in many 
different packages 



Wrong calibration attached 

§ Issues normally happen when people rush or get 
interrupted 

§ Looking at non-integrated solutions critical to attach the 
profile to the calibration that was used to create it 
§ Common mistake to attach the wrong calibration when 

importing it into a system 



Duplex 
§ Depending on the material then 

duplexing can create erroneous 
measurements 
§  Fails with good profiles 
§  Passes when the profile is bad - 

have seen that! 

§ Ensure duplexing is off 
regardless of the process 
§  If you need to print both side, then 

offset the targets 



Is the press capable? 
§  In certain cases then it 

is not possible to reach 
target  

§ Do not have the color 
gamut 

§ Need to understand 
the printing device 

YES	



Is the press capable? 
§  In certain cases then it 

is not possible to reach 
target  

§ Do not have the color 
gamut 

§ Need to understand 
the printing device 

YES	



Is the press capable? 
§ With other devices it 

is possible to reach 
target  

§ Target is CRPC7 
§  Printed using KM-1e 

§ Also as CRPC’s are 
close can get within 
G7 tolerances on 
toner devices 

YES	



What to do with what you’ve learned 
§ Color management works 

§ When the color is not repeatable - it is normally the 
process 

§  Understand the capabilities of the press and its 
current state 

§  Preparation and tools are essential to becoming the 
sleuth 

§ Take your time and evaluate the information 
§  Ask questions 
§  Don’t be afraid to reach out 
§  If nothing changed, then the output should not!!!  

§  At least not significantly 
§  Its not rocket science  



Questions 
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